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Abstract

On the view point the most important for the HTGR development promotion now

in Japan is to have people know about HTGR, the Research Association of HTGR

Plants(RAHP) has paid the best efforts for making an appealing report for the

past two years .

The outline of the report is described with an introduction of some basic

experiments done on the passive decay heat removal as one of the activities

carried out in a memmber of the association.

1. Introduction

RAHP, the only private organization studying the HTGR developments in Japan,

consisting of universities, utilities and venders has been widely investigating

and watching the HTGR technologies as well as the commercialization aspects

in the world since 1985. THe association was reorganized recently in the

framework of the comittees under the Institute of Applied Energy (IAE of Japan),

but has kept same activities on the HTGR as before.

On the understsnding of the technical advantages and the importance of intro-

ducing the HTGR into the energy world through the studies, and from the view

point that the most important at this stage now in Japan is to have people

know the HTGR, the association has paid best efforts for the past two years

for making an appealing report, especially expressed as concisely and plainly

as possible for the HTGR technologies and the meanings of its introduction.

The outline and intention to be used of the report is described below , with

an introduction of some basic experiments on the passive decay heat removal

which is one of the key issues of the system done in Tokai University, as an

example of activities of a memmber of the Association.
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2. Report appealig HTGR support

2.1 Intention of the paper

The paper is made up under the subjects of ;

0 What is HTGR ?

0 Why HTGR now ?

0 Ho\r to be developed ?

In the opening page the intention of the paper is expressed. The paper is

aimed for the support of the people by clearly showing our own understandings

through the studies on the HTGR not only for the people in the fields concerned

but also in the fields of the executives of beaurocracies, industries and uni-

versities and also for the young people who will be responsible in the next

generation.

The report consists of three chapters. In the 1st chapter are explained the

terms used for the HTGR and the various concepts of the HTGRs such as fuel and

core or the power supply plants and heat supply plants, etc. In the 2nd chapter,

the main part of the paper , is described the outline of the developments of

HTGR in which the merits and the attractive featurs of the HTGR are stressed.

In the 3rd chapter are described the summary and proposals.

2.2 The outline of the HTGR developments

In the 2nd chapter, the main part of the this document, the outline of the

HTGR developments is described under the subtitles of ;

0 Why HTGR now ?

the reason, backgroud, stand points, direction or needs

0 What kinds of applications possible ?

0 The sizes of the plants considered.

0 What siting possible ?

0 What schedules or milestones for the developments of the HTGRs desireble ?

0 The technologies status obtained so far.

The present technology levels on the HTGRs obtained

so far both in Japan and foreign countries for the

further developments of the HTGR in applications.

0 What problems or subjects to be overcome ?
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0 The economics of the HTGRs considered and possible ?

0 The circumstances and situations in the HTGR developments.

AS for the first theme, "Why HTGR no? ?" , the paper appeals the reason why,

stressing that ;

(1) HTGR can utilize the nuclear energy in much larger scopes and at much

higher efficiencies. :

0 Wider utilizations of nuclear energy more than electricity.

The HTGR can expand the nuclear energy use to the other energy

regions, e.g., to the transportation energy by producing hydrogen

or aethanole.

0 Power Generation at much higer efficiency;

o Steaa turbine generation 40 %

o Gas turbine generation 50 %

o Possibility of heat utilization at much higher efficiency by cascade

using

(2) HTGR can make the urban siting possible near to the place of the demands

by its inherent safety characteristics of the modular HTGRs. :

0 The basic features of the modular HTGRs;

o The specific features of the coated particle fuel

FP release free even to 160CC

Melt down free

o Helium gas cooling

No phase change

No reactibity change in consequence

o Large graphite (ceramic) core

Very slow transients in accidents

( by the huge heat capacity of the core )

No core meltdown

0 Highly achieved inherent safety features in the accidents;

o Reacter shutdown features

Not actively shutting down, but passively stopping itself

( by big negative temp, coeff. on the very

large temp, rise allowance in the core )
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o Decay heat removal features;

Not actively cooling, but passively getting cold itself

The core temperture limitted below 1600X) at any cases

o Confinment of FPs;

Through the above two inherent charactristies built in the

core, the FPs are all confined in the coated particle fuels

in the worst, highly hypothetical accidents.

As for the 2nd thene, "What kinds of applications possible ?" , the scopes to

be expected or desired are illustrated as shown in the figure 1.

Besides the above, in the rest of the articles are explained the unique

features of the HTGR such as ;

o The flexibility in plant constructions owing to the multi-module plant,

selecting to construct the nodules by turns.

o And thus reducing the capital burden and avoiding the capital risks.

o Imposing less burden to the operators with little possibility to invite

vital accidents by mis-handling.

o Actual and proven technologies through the long experiences of con-

structions and operations to the scale as large as the demonstration

reactor plants.

o Efficient utilization of the nuclear fuel by higher burn up

o Flexibility of the fuel cycle so as to enable to use uranium, pluto-

nium and thorium in the same reactor core.

o Unique capability of coated particle fuels for the efficient Plutonium

burning.

In the 3rd chapter, the paper concludes as the words

o that the HTGR can greately contribute to the energy and enbironmental

problems on the earth with its capability of the inherent safety, the

unique ability in the thermal use of the nuclear energy by its high

temperature and the flexibility of the fuel cycle, etc.,

o and that the HTGR is of actual technologies with the long experiences

in constructions and operations even to the scale of the demonstration

reactor plants,
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o and that it keeps the higher possibilities to itself by using together

with gas turbine systems,

o therefore, promoting the HTGR technology developments, making up the

actual scenario to the stage of the practical use , incorporating the

"HTGR development" into the national energy strategies and the actually

constructiong a demonstration plants are desirable.

3. Basic experiments on the passive decay heat removal

3.1 The background

In Tokai Universiity, we have carried out basic experiments on the passive

decay heat removal, one of the key issues of the modular HTGR, with subsidies

from three member companies of RAHP, in the form of joint study or consigned

study.

We have two themes on the experimental studies, one of which is the investi-

gation of the air flow behaviors on the natural air draft strengthened by the

the chimny effects and another is the studies on the possibilities of the

attractive applications of the separated heat pipe systems both for the passive

decay heat removal on the reactors.

These studies have been done together with the objects for the graduate stud-

ies of the graduate students. Therefore the studies are very basic and done by

the small handmade devices mainly made by the students themselves, though, very

interesting findings have been obtained so far. These results are thought to

be suggesitive on desiging the actual systems or on planning larger scale

experiments for the actual systems.

le would like to invite the discussions on them by showing the experimental

resuls of these studies as below.

3.2 The abnormal flow phenomenon taking place on the natural air draft

heat removal system experiments

Recently there has been a strong tendancy for advanced reactors to rely on

the passive heat removal by means of natural air draft strengthened by chimny

effects for the ultimate purpose of rejecting decay heat to the environment

seen in the modular HTGR(MHTGR), modular LMR(PRISM) and advanced LWR(AP-600).
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Basic experinents was intended with intention of identifying the flow behav-

iors in the various wind conditions including typhoon and accidents such as

partial blockage of the air flow pathes, etc. Abnormal flow occurence was

taken place during one of the experiments.

Experimental apparatas was made with focus on the Reactor Cavity Cooling

System (RCCS) of the MHTGR, the conceptia! design of which is shown in Fig.2.

Decay heat is transfered to the cooling panne 1 provided arroud the uninsulated

reactor pressure vessel and then transported and rejected to atomosphere by

buoyancy-driven natural circulation of outside air through the cooling pannel,

plenum, stacks and finally to the ultimate heat sink of the environment. For

the actual design, recutanguiar outlet ducts are routed inside the inlet ducts

as shown in the fig. 3. The outlet ducts are insulated to reduce regenerative

heating of the inlet air. Multiple stacks must be provided redundantly as the

safety components by a redundancy principle in nuclear plants.

A cupper pipe 160mm in diameter and 450mm long lined with the seathed heater

inside was used as the simulated heated wall. A side wall to keep air gap

arround the heated wall was connected with upper pienumn upon which two pipes

100mm in diameter and 1000mm high were set, thus making a mock test device to

simulate the flow functions as shown in Fig. 4 .
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Photo.1 Normal flow

(Both stacks discharging)

Photo.2 Abnormal flow
(One stack discharging
/another stack inhaling)

I if

Photo.3 Returned to the normal flow
(The flow returns to the normal flow
when the flow resistaces are added
on the extis of the both stacks)

[hi fii

Fig.4 The air flow behviors at the exits of the stacks
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The abnornal flow occurence was taken place then the annular gap was varied

from 15mm to lOnsa in the experiment demonstrating the optimun gap width for the

effective cooling of the heated wall by showing agreement between the analysis

and the experiments. Befor reducing the channel gap to 10mm stacks air was

equally breathing out on both the stacks as shown in Photo. 1 of Fig.4, where

the air flow is visualized by smoke of incense sticks. However, at the moment

the gap was changed to 10mm, on one side of the stacks air flow began to be

reversed to suction side, as shown in Photo.2. But under this condition, if

being added flow resistance on both the stacks by reducing the flow area the

flow pattern retuned to the original as shown in Photo. 3. This behavior was of

strongly repeating characteristics.

After observing the possibility of the abnormal flow occurence of the natural

air draft, the aim of experiment was shifted to clarifying the causes and iden-

tifying the conditions to avoid the abnormal phenomenon, as it was thought to

be very inherent and important to these systems.

Based on the experimental results that the inlet gate flow resistance causes

the same effect with the frictional resistance of the cooling channel on the

abnormal flow occurence, the experimental apparatus was changed to have an

Be
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Fig.5 The comparison of the experimental results with the analysis
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inlet gate to adjust the inlet flow resistance by changing the air intake area

with the gap fixed at 20mm in width. The flow behaviors were exanined on the

various combinations of the inlet flow resistance with the exit flow resistance

on the stacks. The abnormal flow occurence was taken place at the intake flow

area of about 30 % of the cooling channel flow area (Fig. 5), and was recovered

by adding same measures of flow restriction on the stacks after the transient.

On comparisons of the experimental results with the analyses for the various

combinations of the inlet and outlet flow resistances, it was concluded that

the abnormal flow arised on the experimental apparatus when the conditions of

the flow was as shown in Fig.5,

Mo < Ms

where Mo is the mass flow rate calculated for all the path through from the

inlet gate to the exit of the stacks and Ms is the mass flow rate evaluated

for the chimny effect caused by only the stacks.

In the subsequent experiments, however , on the experiments modified with

four stacks instead of two stacks, it was proved Eq.(1) are not always met.

For that reson the heat leakages along the heated air paths are doubted, being

studied now with some modifications on the the experimental apparatus.

( Conclusion )

In applications of the natural air draft enhanced by chimny effect for the

passive decay heat removal systems, it is advisable for avoiding the abnormal

flow phenomenon that

1) The air flow resistance in the inlet side (up-streaa )to the heated section

should be as low as possible compared with the exit side (down-stream) of

the stream

2) The heat leakages along the air flow paths are douted to have big relations

with the abnormal flow occurence .and so should be carefully considered.

3.3 Studies on the possibilities of the attractive applications of

the separated heat pipe system for the passive decay heat removal systems

(Experimental purpose)

Experiments on the separated heat pipe system enclosing non condensible gas,

conception of which originates from so called "variable conductance heat pipe "
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have been carried out with intention of using such system for the decay heat

removal of the reactor systems. Basic experiments have been carried out on the

experimental apparatus. The intention of our studies is to investigate the

attractive applications of a separated heat pipe system in place of RCCS for

the passive decay heat removal of such reactors.

The stack system in RCCS in MHTGR( Fig. 6 (A))is replaced now by the separated

heat pipe system in this concept as shown in (B). The decay heat in accidents

is received on the cooling pannel and transmitted to the evaporator on the back

of the cooling pannel, evaporating the working liquid and transporting the heat

as in the form of vapor to the condenser in the cooling pond outside the react-

or building. The vapor is then cooled to become liquid and returned back to

the evaporator, thus recirculating in the loop and removing the decay heat

without any active device. The special features of these experiments are to

search for the attractive applications by introduction of the variable conduc-

tance characteristics enclosing non-condensible gas in such systems.

Stack

0

Reictor —

Separated

Meat pipe

systen

Reactor

Cavity
Coo)in! Pannel

Insulator ,„

i_irs
React iu

Reactor

building

Cooling pond

, :• Condenser

— Cooling pannel

^ Return pipe

(A) The concept of RCCS (B) One concept on applications

Fig.6 Concepts on applications

(Experiments)

There is so called variable conductance heat pipe. This is a heat pipe en-

closing non-condensible gas together with the working fluid in ordinary heat

pipes, rendering self-control characteristics in the variable conductance as

shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 8 Experimental apparatus

The special feature of this study is to try to introduce these functions

into the separated (recirculated) type of heat pipes.

The apparatus consists of an evaporator, vapor transport tube, condenser

and return tube to return the condensed liquid back to the evaporator, as shown

in Fig. 8. The main parts are made of cupper tubes of about 2 0 D D in diameter

and about lm xl» x 2m in size. Water and methanole were examined as the work-

ing fluid and nitrogen gas was enclosed as the non-condensible gas.
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The behaviors of the system were examined for the parametoric changes of the

heat input under the various enclosed gas pressure conditions (including vacuum).

A given pressure of nitrogen gas was enclosed in the cold state before the run-

ning of each expedient.

The temperature distribution in the condenser tube on the various heat input

without enclosing non-condensible gas ( Po = 0 MPa) examined for the base of the

comparison is shown in Fig. 9. In this case.it is characterized that the system

temperature, i.e., vapor temperature inside the tube is rather low and the

distribution is flat, and that when the heatinput is increased the temerature

levels are increased corespondingly. It seems that the condensation is done for

the whole region of the condenser tube.

Evaporator side ) \" Condensing part

^ t
I
Return tube side

200

g; 100

200 400 600
Position in the Condenser tube (mm)

Fig. 9 The temperatures in the condenser tube
on the various heat input Q
(Po = N 2 gas pressure enclosed = 0 MPa

; without N2 gas)
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Fig. 10 The temperatures in the condenser tube
on the various heat input Q
(Po = 0.014 MPa (0.14ata))
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However, if the the non condensible gas is initially enclosed, the situation

is changed drastically as seen in Fig. 10, there nitrogen gas was initially

enclosed by the pressure of 0.014 MPa(about 0.14 ata). The temperature of the

Evaporator side, that is the system temperature, is farely increased while in

the Return tube side the temperature slops down. It seems that in the Return

tube side the most part of the tube is filled with nitrogen gas and the conden-

sation is limitted to the point of the overhanged in the tube, thus iimitting

the heat discharge area by condensation to give the system temperature rise.

If the heat input is increased the condensation area is increased by itself,

thus refraining from the temperature rise and clearly showing the self control

features.
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Fig. 11 The temperatures in the condenser tube
on the various heat input Q
(Po = 0. 2 MPa (2ata))
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Fig.11 shows the experimental results with the nitrogen gas initially enclos-

ed at 0.2 MPa (2ata). The system temperature grows higher in accordance with

the increase of non condensible gas pressure enclosed. The data on the system

temperatures in the experiments were arranged in Fig. 12 in the core 1 at ion

with the heat input to the pressures of N2 gas initially enclosed.

The comparison of the atained system temperatures with the analyses which was

solved by characteristic equation taking notice of the the pressure, temperature

and mass of the N 2 gas enclosd is shown in Fig. 13.

One of the results of the same experiments done on methanole as the working

fluid is shown in Fig. 14 in which methanole shows the same behaviors but at

somewhat lower temperature level.
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Fig. 13 The comparison of the attained system
temperatures with the analyses
( Q=700W, Working fluid ; Water, )
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Fig. 14 The temperatures in the condenser tube
on the various heat input Q when using
methanole as the working fluid
(Po = 0.1 MPa)
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( Conclusion )

The basic experiments on the separated heat pipe system enclosing non con-

densible gas have been done with intention of searching for the attractive

applications on the passive decay heat removal of the reactors. The results of

the experiments show very clear features of self control characteristics which

suggest the possibilities of the interesting applications for the passive decay

heat removal in reactor system such as modular HTGRs. On both the experiments

and the analysis the mechanism of the system is now clarifid and on that stand

interesting applications are expected, one of which is a possibility to design

a fully passive decay heat removal system which can minimize the heat loss

during the normal operations with maintaining the sufficient heat removal rate

during accidents.
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